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Fall deeply in love with 52 smart, healthy, and joyful 100-year-olds in this celebratory and uplifting art book.
The striking photographs are accompanied by brief bios of the centenarians, featuring quotations and
wisdom on appreciate, food, humor, and coping with grace. A lovely and interesting exploration of what it
really is prefer to be over 100 years outdated, Aging Gracefully invites readers to look into the face of a
century of life knowledge with portraits of centenarians captured by the compassionate, minimalist lens of
professional photographer Karsten Thormaehlen.
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The portraits are outstanding I stumbled upon this publication while googling something on the subject of
my husband's grandmother. It had been interesting to note the geographic places of the participants. Five
Stars Beautiful photography and write-ups Five Stars an inspirational book to LIVE Delightful! And she
was!!! We aren't sure why she was chosen or how they proceeded to go about selecting their centurions. So
inspirational What a great reserve. The portraits really show the beauty of each person. And the wisdom
that comes with age. From the portraits to the bios, this publication is delightful! We have really enjoyed
studying it all. And having it end with our grandmother Evelyn Zehring becoming featured.""Throughout his
existence Morrie [Markoff (pp. Therefore naturally we had to get it to discover if she really was in it. Each
biography gives a small snapshot into each of their lives. I came across her portrait out of this book on
pinterest. The bios are full of nuggets, from thoughtful to hilarious.Kristin Kristvardsdottier (pp.I'll leave
the rest so that you can discover by yourself. Five Stars Love this book thus much We am giving each
family member a copy on the birthday. 68-9)] provides been an artist: a photographer, sculptor, and painter.
They now live in a hipster district in LA! . . He kept his first exhibition at age 100. . . ."Morrie's wife Betty
is featured on another pass on. . 64-5) says "[L]ife is a college where you never stop learning.I borrowed
this from the library (always my choice); but, I enjoyed it so very much that I purchased my own copy
today. However the other people featured in this reserve have lived such impressive lives as well. Checked it

out from the library and got to buy it.
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